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ABSTRACT
Context. Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars with fast rotating cores are thought to be the direct progenitors of long-duration gamma-ray bursts
(LGRBs). A well accepted evolutionary channel towards LGRBs is chemically-homogeneous evolution at low metallicities, which
completely avoids a red supergiant (RSG), or luminous blue variable (LBV) phase. On the other hand, strong absorption features with
velocities of several hundred km/s have been found in some LGRB afterglow spectra (GRB 020813 and GRB 021004), which have
been attributed to dense circumstellar (CS) material that has been ejected in a previous RSG or LBV phase, and is interacting with a
fast WR-type stellar wind.
Aims. Here we investigate the properties of Galactic WR stars and their environment to identify similar evolutionary channels that
may lead to the formation of LGRBs.
Methods. We compile available information on the spectropolarimetric properties of 29 WR stars, the presence of CS ejecta for 172
WR stars, and the CS velocities in the environment of 34 WR stars in the Galaxy. We use linear line-depolarization as an indicator
of rotation, nebular morphology as an indicator of stellar ejecta, and velocity patterns in UV absorption features as an indicator of
increased velocities in the CS environment.
Results. Based on previous nebular classifications, we determine an incidence rate of ∼ 23% of WR stars with “possible ejecta
nebulae” in the Galaxy. We find that this group of objects dominates the population of WR stars with spectropolarimetric signatures of
rotation, while WR stars without such nebulae only rarely show indications of rotation. This confirms the correlation between rotation
and CS ejecta from our previous work. The corresponding objects are most likely in an early stage after a preceding RSG or LBV
phase, and have not yet lost their angular momenta due to the strong mass-loss in the WR phase. From their photometric periods
we estimate rotation parameters in the range ω = 3rot/3crit = 0.04...0.25, corresponding to moderate rotation speeds of 36...120 km/s.
These values are very uncertain, but comply with the specific surface angular momentum requirement for LGRB progenitors. From
UV absorption profiles we only find weak evidence for a correlation between rotation and increased CS velocities. In particular, the
CS velocities of Galactic WR stars are much lower than what is observed for GRB 020813 and GRB 021004.
Conclusions. Our results indicate that, in the Galaxy, “young” WR stars shortly after a RSG/LBV phase, show spectropolarimetric
signatures of rotation. Their rotation rates are likely to be enhanced with respect to the majority of Galactic WR stars. According to
their estimated specific surface angular momenta, a subgroup of stars exploding in this phase may represent an evolutionary channel
towards LGRBs at high metallicities, comparable to the Galaxy. Although the UV absorption features in our sample turn out to be
different from those observed in GRB 020813 and GRB 021004, it is interesting that for three WR stars with signatures of rotation,
UV absorptions have previously been attributed to extended CS structures. The large size of these structures (r ∼ 100 pc) can account
for the observed stability of the absorbing material in LGRB afterglows against ionizing radiation from the GRB itself. This may
resolve a fundamental problem with the interpretation of the afterglow features as CS material.
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1. Introduction
We investigate the rotational properties of Galactic Wolf-Rayet
(WR) stars, and their circumstellar (CS) environment. The main
motivation is the search for observational signatures that may
help to identify the progenitors of long-duration gamma-ray
bursts (LGRBs). According to the collapsar model (Woosley
1993), WR stars with fast rotating cores are predicted as direct
progenitors of LGRBs (cf. Sect. 1.1). Here we use the spectropo-
larimetric line de-polarization effect, or “line effect” as an indi-
cator of surface rotation rates that are enhanced with respect to
the majority of Galactic WR stars (cf. Sect. 1.2). Furthermore,
the CS medium around WR stars can provide information about
previous evolutionary phases with dense outflows. For exam-
ple, blue-shifted absorption features in some LGRB afterglows
have been discussed as being due to CS ejecta from a previous
red supergiant (RSG), or luminous blue variable (LBV) phase
(Sect. 1.3). A comparison with the CS properties of Galactic WR
stars may thus give important hints on the nature of these enig-
matic explosions (Sect. 1.4).
1.1. The collapsar model
In his collapsar model, Woosley (1993) predicted WR stars
with fast rotating cores were direct progenitors of LGRBs
(MacFadyen & Woosley 1999). In this scenario, a rotating
stellar core forms a jet during its final collapse, which
can only escape if the H-rich stellar envelope has been re-
moved in earlier evolutionary phases. Empirically, the col-
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lapsar model has been confirmed by the association of
LGRBs with Type Ib/c supernovae in several cases, such
as GRB 980425 and SN 1998bw (Galama et al. 1998), and
GRB 031203 and SN 2003lw (Hjorth et al. 2003; Malesani et al.
2004). Furthermore, the existing observations of LGRB after-
glows are consistent with the assumption that all LGRBs contain
light from an associated Type Ib/c supernova (Zeh et al. 2004),
which are believed to originate from exploding Wolf-Rayet stars
(Woosley et al. 1993). The association of WR stars with LGRBs
thus appears to be convincing.
The question of how WR stars with large enough core an-
gular momenta can be formed is however still under debate.
The main problem is that the strong mass-loss of WR stars effi-
ciently removes angular momentum, and thus inhibits the forma-
tion of LGRBs. Current scenarios for LGRB formation include
chemically homogeneous evolution (Yoon & Langer 2005) com-
bined with reduced WR mass-loss rates at low metallicities
(Vink & de Koter 2005; Gra¨fener & Hamann 2008), or angu-
lar momentum transfer in binary systems (e.g., Cantiello et al.
2007). An empirical confirmation of the existence of fast rotating
WR stars is currently lacking. The main problem is that the spec-
troscopic measurement of the rotational velocities of WR stars is
hindered by their fast, optically thick stellar winds (but see the
example of WR 2 in Hamann et al. 2006).
1.2. The line effect as an indicator of enhanced rotation
An alternative method to search for rotating WR stars is via
global wind anisotropies, as they are expected to be induced by
rotation. In WR spectra, such anisotropies are expected to cause
a line de-polarization effect, or “line effect”. The reason is that
WR emission lines are formed in the stellar wind, i.e. far away
from the star, while the continuum radiation originates from lay-
ers much closer to the stellar surface. Continuum radiation may
thus be subject to scattering in the asymmetric wind, and show
a stronger linear polarization than the lines. In single stars the
interpretation of the line effect is unambiguous – the detection
of a line effect means that the electrons in the wind are aspher-
ically distributed. However a non-detection may arise if a non-
spherical wind is viewed at an inopportune orientation (a face-on
disc for example).
The line effect, originally observed in classical Be stars
(Poeckert & Marlborough 1977), has since been discovered in
LBVs (e.g., Schulte-Ladbeck et al. 1994), Wolf-Rayet stars in
both the Milky way (e.g., Harries et al. 1998) and the LMC
(Vink 2007) and O stars (Harries & Howarth 1996; Vink et al.
2009). In the present work we use the results by Harries et al.
(1998) as an indicator for rotation of Galactic WR stars. The
properties of the six stars in this sample with positive detections
of a line effect, and their interpretation as rotating WR stars, have
recently been discussed by Vink et al. (2011a).
Generally, linear polarization may also arise from intra-
binary scattering, leading to a phase-locked variation of
the polarization magnitude and direction with orbital phase
(Brown et al. 1978). Such polarization signatures have been ob-
served in close WR+O and O+O star binaries e.g. V444 Cyg
(St.-Louis et al. 1993), CQ Cep (Harries & Hilditch 1997), LZ
Cep (Berdyugin & Harries 1999). The binary separation must
necessarily be small, since a significant > 1% fraction of the
brighter star’s flux must be scattered off its companion’s wind;
a constraint which implies binary periods of days rather than
years. Such short-period binaries are easily detected via photo-
metric and/or radial velocity variation, and thus a continuum po-
larization signature from a star without evidence for short-period
binarity can be readily attributed to asymmetries in the stellar
wind alone.
A plausible explanation for the appearance of a line-effect
is the presence of a substantial wind asymmetry associated
with rapid rotation (cf. the classical Be star case). For WR
stars an equator-to-pole density contrast of a factor of 2–3 re-
sults in a measurable line-effect (cf., Harries et al. 1998). An
estimation of the associated rotation rates is difficult, as the
structure of rotating radiatively driven winds is still a mat-
ter of research. Predictions include, e.g., wind compressed
disks (Bjorkman & Cassinelli 1993), bipolar outflows due to
gravity darkening at the equator (Owocki & Gayley 1997), or
equatorially enhanced outflows due to the bi-stability mecha-
nism (Pelupessy et al. 2000). For WR winds, the effect of ro-
tation has not yet been investigated. Their strong Γ-dependence
(Gra¨fener & Hamann 2008; Vink et al. 2011b) however implies
that rotation may cause enhanced mass loss at the equator, where
the effective gravity is lower (cf. the discussion in Gra¨fener et al.
2011). Observationally, Harries et al. (1999) find strong evi-
dence that the wind of WR 6 is azimuthally structured. Due to the
multitude of potentially important physical effects it is presently
difficult to obtain quantitatively reliable estimates of the influ-
ence of rotation on the line effect in WR stars.
Based on their wind-compressed disk models, Ignace et al.
(1996) found that WR stars may show significant wind asym-
metries for rotational velocities above ∼ 16% of the break-up
speed, i.e. above a distinct rotation parameter ω = 3rot/3crit1.
They propose that the line-effect stars are those whose rotational
velocities exceed this (very uncertain) limit, i.e., that these stars
represent the high-velocity tail of the rotational velocity distri-
bution. This is in accordance with the results from Harries et al.
(1998), who found that their polarization measurements are in
agreement with a minority of ∼ 20% of asymmetric WR winds
observed at arbitrary viewing angles, while the majority of WR
stars has no significant deviations from radial symmetry. We thus
conclude that the connection between line effect and rotation is
plausible, and that the line effect stars most likely represent a
minority (∼ 20%) of WR stars with larger rotation parameters ω
than the majority of WR stars, i.e. their rotation parameters are
enhanced. In the following we classify this group of objects as
WR stars with enhanced rotation.
Alternative scenarios for the occurrence of a line effect are
wind asymmetries due to global magnetic fields, or the pres-
ence of co-rotating interaction regions (CIRs) in WR-type winds
(cf. Cranmer & Owocki 1996). As we will discuss in Sect. 3.1.2,
magnetic fields are unlikely to be the reason for the line effect
in WR stars because the required field strengths would be ex-
tremely high. CIRs, on the other hand, are commonly observed
via line-profile variations (LPVs) in WR spectra (Morel et al.
1997, 1999; Flores et al. 2007; Chene´ & St-Louis 2010), in
agreement with theoretical models by Dessart & Owocki (2002).
Whether CIRs are able to cause a global wind asymmetry that
is sufficient to cause a line effect, has not yet been investigated.
However, even in this case the line effect would be indicative of
stellar rotation.
As discussed above, it is a plausible assumption that the ob-
served line effect for WR stars is a signature of enhanced rota-
tion. In the following we use this assumption to investigate the
rotational properties of the Galactic WR sample. Notably, we
expect that the associated rotational velocities lie significantly
below the critical speed.
1 for the definition of the critical, or break-up velocity 3crit see
Sect. 3.1.2
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1.3. Circumstellar absorption features in LGRB afterglow
spectra
Circumstellar absorption features in LGRB afterglow spectra
have been discussed as a possible route to identification of the
progenitors of LGRBs. Many LGRB afterglows show absorp-
tion features with complex velocity patterns, that partly origi-
nate from high ionization stages such as C iv, N v, O vi, Si iv
(e.g., Fox et al. 2008). A subgroup of LGRB afterglows has
been found to exhibit blue-shifted absorptions with velocities
typical for WR-type stellar winds (3000–4000km/s), in combi-
nation with strong absorption features with velocities of 130–
630 km/s in C iv and Si iv which are broadened, and display
a multi-component structure (GRB 020813 and GRB 021004;
Schaefer et al. 2003; Mirabal et al. 2003; Fiore et al. 2005;
Starling et al. 2005). van Marle et al. (2005) used hydrodynam-
ical simulations to suggest that these features may arise when
a CS ejecta shell from a previous RSG/LBV phase breaks up
due to the interaction with the fast WR wind. In order to pre-
vent the CS material from being completely ionized by the
GRB this model requires additional conditions, such as a highly
clumped CS medium (Schaefer et al. 2003), or a structured jet
(Starling et al. 2005).
Fox et al. (2008) investigated high-ionization features in the
spectra of seven early GRB afterglows (including the CS ejecta
candidate GRB 021004) and found high-velocity C iv features
(500–5000 km/s) consistent with a WR-type wind in six cases.
Furthermore they identified strong absorption components near
zero velocity, blue-shifted line wings with velocities up to 100–
150 km/s, and weak multi-component profiles with velocities up
to several hundred km/s, from which they concluded that they
are all likely of interstellar origin. In particular, they interpreted
the weak C iv and Si iv multi-component features with velocities
of several hundred km/s as being due to galaxy outflows, in anal-
ogy to absorption features commonly observed in high-redshift
damped Lymanα galaxies.
As the much stronger multi-component features in
GRB 021004 were not included in their analysis, it is however
not clear whether these would fall into the same category or
not. One goal of our present work is to investigate the Galactic
WR sample for the presence of similar absorption features as in
GRB 020813 and GRB 021004.
1.4. Ejecta nebulae around Galactic WR stars, and stellar
rotation
The presence of ejecta nebulae around WR stars is indicative
of a previous episode of strong mass loss with small out-
flow velocities, such as the RSG, or LBV phase. Within a
single star scenario, many WR stars are thought to have lost
their hydrogen-rich envelopes in these phases (e.g., Langer et al.
1994; Meynet & Maeder 2005). According to the calculations
of van Marle et al. (2005), the remaining dense shells are swept
up by the much faster WR wind, until they break up and dissi-
pate ∼ 80,000 yr after the beginning of the WR phase. During
this breakup phase, the shell material can reach velocities of
150–700 km/s, with a high velocity dispersion. The resulting CS
absorptions are expected to show up in the form of strong blue-
shifted broadened/multi-component absorption features, as de-
scribed in Sect.1.3. The presence of CS shells with such high-
velocity features may thus be used to identify WR stars in a
relatively early stage after the RSG/LBV phase. Such “young”
WR stars are likely to show enhanced rotation rates, as they have
only recently developed the strong WR star wind. WR stars ex-
ploding in this phase are thus promising candidate LGRB pro-
genitors (Petrovic et al. 2005).
The main goal of our present work is to investigate whether
there exists a correlation between CS, and rotational proper-
ties for Galactic WR stars, which would support the above sce-
nario. Connections between CS, and intrinsic stellar properties
of WR stars have been discussed earlier. Nichols & Fesen (1994)
measured CS velocity displacements from IUE high-resolution
data, and identified CS high-velocity features for three stars that
have later been found to show a line effect (WR 6, WR 40, &
WR 136; cf. Harries et al. 1998). Stock & Barlow (2010) com-
piled a list of ejecta nebulae around Galactic WR stars. Based
on the spectropolarimetric detections by Harries et al. (1998),
Vink et al. (2011a) highlighted a correlation between the pres-
ence of ejecta nebulae and a line effect, and discussed the rele-
vance of linear spectropolarimetry in the identification of LGRB
progenitors.
Here we compile information about the spectropolarimet-
ric, and CS properties of Galactic WR stars from various sur-
veys, including their CS velocities. In this way we can de-
fine criteria for the presence of “possible ejecta nebulae” from
a previous RSG/LBV phase, and investigate correlations with
(non)detections of a line effect, and enhanced velocity disper-
sions within the CS material. Based on this data we wish to iden-
tify WR stars with enhanced rotation rates (and thus potential
LGRB progenitors) in the Galaxy, and the evolutionary channels
that lead into these stages. The latter is of general interest for the
question how LGRBs can form, but may also set constraints on
the complex physics of stellar evolution with rotation.
2. The Galactic Wolf-Rayet sample
In this section we compile information about the spectropolari-
metric, and CS properties of Galactic WR stars. We constrain
the rotational properties by the detection of a line effect in linear
spectropolarimetry (Sect. 2.1), and the evolutionary stage by the
presence or absence of ejecta or ring nebulae (Sect. 2.2). In ad-
dition, we examine IUE high-resolution spectra for CS absorp-
tion features with velocity patterns similar to GRB 020813 and
GRB 021004 in Sect.2.3. Correlations between these character-
istics are investigated in Sect. 2.4.
2.1. Spectropolarimetric properties of Galactic WR stars
The spectropolarimetric properties of a sample of 29 Galactic
WR stars was compiled by Harries et al. (1998), who found 9
stars with a line effect in their sample. Four of these stars are
known binaries, and Harries et al. identified phase-locked mod-
ulations of the line effect in 3 of them, i.e., their polarization
is due to binarity. For the remaining 6 stars with a line ef-
fect, the polarization is thus likely due to intrinsic properties
of the WR star itself, such as wind anisotropies due to rota-
tion (cf. Sect.1.2). One of these 6 objects (WR 136) is only
detected by Whitney et al. (1988), but not by Schmidt (1988);
Schulte-Ladbeck (1994); Harries et al. (1998); for a more de-
tailed discussion see Vink et al. (2011a). In Table 1 we have
compiled the spectropolarimetric properties of the 29 sample
stars, together with CS properties from Sects. 2.2, & 2.3.
2.2. Ring nebulae around Galactic WR stars
To constrain the CS properties of the stars in Table 1, we use the
results of the Southern survey of ring nebulae around Galactic
3
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Table 1. WR stars with spectropolarimetry from Harries et al.
(1998): circumstellar, and spectropolarimetric properties of the
sample stars.
WR Spec. type LE RN NF C iv
006 WN4b + W, E NF++ 84.6
016 WN8h + W/E NF− 278.8
040 WN8h + W/E NF++ 287.1
134 WN6b + W NF+ 113.3
136 WN6 + W/E NF+ 145.2
137 WC7+OB + − NF+ 110.8
014 WC7 − R NF− 67.4
018 WN4b − W, W/E
024 WN6ha − − NF+ 116.7
078 WN7h − − NF− 73.2
104 WC9 − −
110 WN5-6b − −
111 WC5 − − NF− 91.4
121 WC9 − −
127 WN3b+O9.5V − −
128 WN4(h) − R NF− 59.5
133 WN5o+O9I − RN?? NF+ 109.9
135 WC8 − − NF+ 98.3
138 WN5o+B? − − NF+ 98.4
139 WN50+O6 * − NF− 62.8
141 WN6+O5 * −
143 WC4 − −
148 WN8h − − NF++ −
150 WC5 − −
152 WN3(h) − −
153ab WN6o/CE+O6I − RN?? NF− 86.8
155 WN6o+O9II/Ib * − NF− 116.6
156 WN8h − −
157 WN5o(+B1II) − −
Notes. WR designations by van der Hucht (2001); Spectral types from
Harries et al. (1998); LE: line effect according to Harries et al. (1998)
(+ line effect, * line effect due to binarity, − non-detection); RN: detec-
tions of ring nebulae, with classifications from Table 5; NF: detections
of CS velocity displacements according to Nichols & Fesen (1994) (++
safe detection, + detection with possible super-shell, − non-detection);
C iv: CS broadening velocities (FWHM in km/s) from high-ionization
features (average of C iv 1548, 1550 from Table 4).
WR stars by Marston et al. (1994a,b); Marston (1997), and of
the Northern survey by Miller & Chu (1993). In Table 5 we have
compiled all objects that were included in these surveys (please
note the changes in some stellar designations with respect to the
original works). The total sample in Table 5 comprises 172 WR
stars from the catalogue of van der Hucht (2001). The missing
54 stars from this catalogue are mostly optically very faint, such
as stars from the Galactic center region, or stars that have been
added only recently to the catalogue. Here we use the 172 stars
from Table 5 as an unbiased Galactic WR sample.
The classifications given in Table 5 are based on the three
categories of ring nebulae introduced by Chu (1981): radia-
tively excited H ii regions (R), wind-blown bubbles (W), and
stellar ejecta (E). As Miller & Chu (1993) only distinguished be-
tween different detection probabilities, i.e. ring nebulae (RN),
probable ring nebulae (RN?), and possible ring nebulae (RN??),
we have added additional (re)classifications from Chu (1991);
Stock & Barlow (2010) in Table 5.
The classification scheme by Chu (1981) is based on the neb-
ula morphology in different bandwidths. The categories R, W,
and E are thus chiefly morphological indicators, and the physi-
cal interpretation implied by the designations R, W, and E may
not necessarily reflect the actual physical state of the system.
Indeed, nebulae of categories W and E have been confirmed to
contain nucleosynthetic products (see Table 1 & the discussion
in Sect. 2 in Stock & Barlow 2010). Ring nebulae of types W, E,
as well as mixed types containing these components, thus likely
contain stellar ejecta from previous RSG, or LBV phases. In the
following we use this physical interpretation, and denote such
nebulae as “possible ejecta nebulae” of types W,E.
Based on 172 stars in total, we find 54 stars (31%) with ring
nebulae, of which 40 (23%) have been classified as types W,E.
Of the remaining 14 stars, 10 (6%) have been classified as R,
and 4 (2%) are unclassified. We thus have 40+4=44 stars (26%)
in our sample that may have ejecta nebulae of types W,E. These
numbers agree well with the numbers given by Marston (1997).
From the sample of 29 WR stars with spectropolarimetric
measurements in Table 1, 10 (34%) have positive detections of
ring nebulae, well in agreement with the Galactic average ob-
tained above. 6 of these (21%) have classifications of types W,E.
2 stars (7%) are classified as R, and another 2 are not classi-
fied. Also these numbers reflect the Galactic average, so that the
sample in Table 1 can be seen as representative. We note that
the two unclassified cases are ’possible’ detections (RN??) by
Miller & Chu (1993), i.e., they are very uncertain.
The striking fact that 5 of the 6 stars with a line effect in
Table 1 have possible ejecta nebulae, has recently been discussed
by Vink et al. (2011a). We will discuss the statistics of the com-
plete sample from Table 1 in Sect. 2.4.
2.3. Circumstellar velocity patterns
In this section we investigate how the UV absorption features of
Galactic WR stars compare with the putatively CS absorptions in
GRB 020813 and GRB 021004. As with the GRB afterglows, the
WR absorption features will include a mixture of CS and inter-
stellar components, i.e. their interpretation is often ambiguous.
For this reason we will use the results from the present section
in Sect. 2.4 to find statistical correlations between rotational and
CS properties.
We start with an inspection of the C iv resonance dou-
blet at 1548.2, 1550.8 Å for all Galactic WR stars with avail-
able IUE high-resolution data. We aim to find C iv absorption
features similar to GRB 020813 and GRB 021004, i.e. strong
broadened/multi-component absorptions with velocity displace-
ments of several hundred km/s. We therefore measure the
FWHM (full width half minimum) velocity spread of all ob-
served C iv absorption components, including CS and interstel-
lar features. The broadening velocities should thus not be inter-
preted as physical broadening velocities. We further note that
we do not perform an absolute velocity calibration, it is there-
fore not certain that the measured velocities correspond to blue-
shifts. Due to the limited data quality, and the ambiguities in the
identification of the absorption components, the uncertainties in
our measurements are likely of the order of 10% or higher.
The results of our C iv measurements are compiled in
Table 4, and for the cases overlapping with our spectropolari-
metric sample average values of the two doublet components are
listed in Table 1. In most cases the measured C iv broadening
velocities turn out to be much smaller (< 200 km/s) than the
velocities observed GRB afterglow features. Only in two cases,
WR 16 and WR 40, we find broadening velocities in the range
of ∼ 300 km/s. As demonstrated in Fig. 2 for the case of WR 40,
these features however display a very similar type of line-profile
variability which is coupled to variations in the terminal wind
4
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Fig. 1. Examples for absorption features in C iv 1548, 1550 from
IUE high-resolution data. The line widths given in Table 4, are
indicated as grey shaded areas. The broad feature in the spectrum
of WR 16 shows a similar variability as WR 40 (cf. Fig. 2), and
is thus likely of intrinsic nature.
speed (Smith et al. 1985). The broad C iv absorptions in these
two objects thus likely originate from variable wind structures,
rather than from CS material. This is supported by the analysis
of UV absorption features of WR 40 by Smith et al. (1984), who
found much lower blue-shifts up to 150 km/s in C iv.
A dedicated search for CS signatures in the available IUE
high-resolution data of 35 Galactic WR stars has been performed
by Nichols & Fesen (1994); Nichols-Bohlin & Fesen (1986,
1990, 1993). These studies also include lower ionization stages
of various elements, and concentrate on velocity displacements
of individual sub-components in the partly very complex UV
absorption spectra (similar to previous studies by Smith et al.
1980, 1984; St.-Louis & Smith 1991). Nichols & Fesen (1994)
identified high-velocity absorption features, “conservatively de-
fined to be components separated from the main component by
at least 45 km/s ”, in 16 of the 35 stars. As 10 of these are as-
sociated with known super-shells of star forming regions, such
as Carina OB1/OB3, Cyg OB1, and Sco OB1, Nichols & Fesen
concluded safe detections of CS high velocity components for
only 4 of the 22 isolated WR stars in the sample. We have com-
piled their results in Table 4, and have added the information
for the 18 stars overlapping with our spectropolarimetric sam-
ple from Table 1.
In many cases, our results are in agreement with
Nichols & Fesen (1994), in the sense that stars for which
Nichols & Fesen find large velocity displacements, also tend to
show enhanced broadening velocities in C iv. In some cases,
lines with small velocity displacements may however be sig-
nificantly broadened. For example Smith et al. (1980) found no
velocity displacement in C iv for WR 6, but we find a substan-
tial broadening of 85 km/s. In Fig. 1, the C iv absorption profiles
of WR 6 indeed appear to be dominated by a strong interstellar
component at rest wavelength. The line profiles are however sub-
stantially broadened and asymmetric, potentially due to an unre-
solved blue-shifted CS component. Indeed, based on the analysis
of a whole range of ionization species, Nichols & Fesen (1994)
detected significant CS velocity displacements for this star. This
case demonstrates that line widths are a good additional tool
to identify enhanced CS velocity dispersions. In Fig. 1 we have
compiled more examples of typical absorption profiles, also to
visualize the tentative classifications given in Table 4.
2.4. Correlations between circumstellar and
spectropolarimetric properties
In the sample of 29 stars with spectropolarimetric measurements
from Table 1, we found 6 stars with possible ejecta nebulae of
types W,E, plus 2 stars with uncertain detections and no classi-
fication (RN??). If we only concentrate on the stars with clas-
sifications, as many as 5 of 6 stars with a line effect fall into
our category of stars with possible ejecta nebulae. Conversely,
5 of the 6 stars with possible ejecta nebulae show a line effect.
This implies a very strong correlation between both properties.
Indeed, for the null hypothesis that no correlation exists between
both properties, the probability of achieving this result by chance
is only 0.03%. If we also include the two uncertain cases without
nebular classifications as candidates for possible ejecta nebulae,
this value increases to 0.3%, i.e., the correlation is still signifi-
cant.
The correlation of high-velocity absorption components (ac-
cording to Nichols & Fesen 1994) with the line effect, turns out
to be more ambiguous. The likely reason is that the absorption
features are not necessarily of CS nature. Moreover, according
to van Marle et al. (2005), the detection probability of CS high-
velocity features is limited to 20–60%, due to the clumpiness of
the CS material.
From 6 stars with a line effect in Table 1, 5 objects are de-
tected by Nichols & Fesen. In total, we find 10 positive, and 8
negative detections for the 18 objects overlapping with our spec-
tropolarimetric sample. If there no correlation exists between
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Fig. 2. Variability in the C iv absorption features of WR 40. The
broad features in the spectrum from 18/12/85 (bottom panel) are
absent in the spectrum from 20/01/80 (top panel). The features
are thus likely not of CS nature.
both properties, the probability for this result would be 18.0%.
We thus find evidence for a correlation, but the evidence is weak.
When we consider the C iv broadening velocities in the last
column of Table 1, it is striking that 5 out of 6 cases in the line-
effect sample have broadening velocities significantly larger than
100 km/s, while this is only the case for 3 out of 11 non line-
effect stars. This is also reflected in a much higher average of
170.0±89.6 km/s for stars with a line effect, vs. 89.2±21.0 km/s
for stars without. From a two-distribution Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test with the values in Table 1 we obtain a probability of only
7.4% that the velocity distributions for the line-effect and the non
line-effect stars are the same. If we exclude WR 16 and WR 40,
whose broad C iv features are likely due to intrinsic variability
(cf. Sect. 2.3), this probability rises to 30%, mainly because the
test becomes very weak due to the low number of data points in
the line-effect sample. For this case also the average broadening
velocity goes down to 113.5 ± 24.8 km/s, which is still higher
than the value for the non line-effect sample but just within the
standard deviation. The overall statistical evidence for the de-
tection of increased velocities in the UV absorption profiles (in-
cluding the results from Nichols & Fesen) thus stays weak.
We thus conclude that there is a strong correlation between
the presence of possible ejecta nebulae and the detection of a
line effect for the 29 WR stars in Table 1. However, the statistical
evidence for increased velocities in the UV absorption profiles of
WR stars with a line effect is weak.
3. Discussion
The main result of this work is that the ∼ 23% of Galactic WR
stars with possible ejecta nebulae dominate the group of WR
stars with enhanced rotation rates, as detected by spectropo-
larimetry. As we will discuss in the following, this is pertinent
to the question of how rotating massive stars evolve. Moreover,
similar objects have been discussed as LGRB progenitors, based
on the observed UV absorption features in GRB 020813 and
GRB 021004 (cf. Sect. 1.3). This raises the question whether
stars in this phase may represent an evolutionary channel to-
wards LGRBs. In Sect. 3.1 we discuss the relevance of our re-
sults for these questions. In Sect. 3.2 we discuss to which extent
the absorption features in Galactic WR spectra compare to the
absorption features in LGRB afterglows.
3.1. Galactic WR stars with enhanced rotation
In Sect. 2.4 we confirmed the strong correlation between the
detection of a line effect, and the presence of CS ejecta from
Vink et al. (2011a) for the complete sample of Galactic WR
stars from Harries et al. (1998). This implies that in our Galaxy
mostly ’young’ WR stars, just after a preceding RSG or LBV
phase, show signatures of enhanced rotation. Apparently, these
stars have been able to retain angular momentum throughout
their preceding evolution, until the beginning of the WR phase.
Based on the fact that 5 out of 6 WR stars with signatures of
rotation have circumstellar ejecta shells, Vink et al. (2011a) con-
cluded that WR stars ending their lives in such an early WR stage
may be promising candidates for LGRB progenitors.
In this work we investigated the complete sample of 29 WR
stars with spectropolarimetric measurements from Harries et al.
(1998), including non-detections. Based on our criteria for “pos-
sible ejecta nebulae”, we confirmed the strong correlation from
Vink et al. (2011a), and additionally found a very small inci-
dence of rotational signatures for stars without possible ejecta
nebulae. This indicates that in the Galaxy, post-RSG/LBV stars
tend to lose a substantial amount of their (surface) angular mo-
mentum during their subsequent evolution, most likely due to
the strong mass loss in the WR stage.
The group of Galactic WR stars with possible ejecta neb-
ulae (∼ 23%) thus seems to dominate the group of WR stars
with enhanced rotation rates, according to spectropolarimetry
(∼ 20% in the sample of Harries et al. 1998). The only object
with a line effect that does not display a nebulosity, is the WC 7
component in the binary system WR 137. As previously dis-
cussed by Chene´ & St-Louis (2010)2, this more evolved ob-
ject may represent an evolutionary channel towards LGRBs via
chemically homogeneous evolution (Yoon & Langer 2005), or
binary interaction (Cantiello et al. 2007). However, a key ingre-
dient for GRB formation within these scenarios is a reduction
of WR mass-loss at low metallicities (cf. Vink & de Koter 2005;
Gra¨fener & Hamann 2008), so that Galactic WR stars in these
phases are not expected to explode as LGRBs.
In the following we will chiefly concentrate on the rotating
post-RSG/LBV objects, and discuss how our findings compare
with evolutionary models, and what their implications for LGRB
formation are.
3.1.1. Evolutionary status
To investigate the evolutionary status of our line-effect stars,
we have compiled stellar parameters from Hamann et al. (2006);
Herald et al. (2001) for the 5 WN stars with a line effect in
2 Chene´ & St-Louis adopt a very small mass (M sin3 i = 3.4± 1.0M⊙
Lefe`vre et al. 2005) and thus derive a somewhat larger value of ω =
3rot/3crit ∼ 0.5, compared to this work (ω ∼ 0.3).
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Table 2. Stellar parameters for WR stars with a line effect.
WR T⋆ XH log L R⋆ M⋆ Γe log( ˙MD 12 )
[kK] [L⊙] [R⊙] [M⊙] [M⊙/yr]
006 89.1 0.0 5.6 2.65 17.9 0.342 -4.0
016 44.7 0.25 6.15 19.9 40.1 0.678 -4.0
41.7 0.23 5.68 12.3 20.0 0.453 -4.3
040 44.7 0.23 6.05 17.7 34.3 0.618 -3.8
45.0 0.15 5.61 10.6 18.2 0.397 -4.0
134 63.1 0.0 5.6 5.29 17.9 0.342 -4.1
136 70.8 0.12 5.4 3.34 13.7 0.316 -4.2
090 71.0 0.0 5.5 3.71 15.6 0.311 -4.1
Notes. Stellar parameters for WN stars are from Hamann et al. (2006),
plus results for WR 16, & WR 40 from Herald et al. (2001). Because the
distances towards WR 16, & WR 40 are not known, the derived lumi-
nosities differ. For the WC 7 component in WR 137, we give parameters
derived for the similar WC 7 star WR 90, from Dessart et al. (2000).
Masses M⋆, and Eddington factors Γe are obtained from the mass-
luminosity relations for He-burning stars by Gra¨fener et al. (2011). The
spectroscopically determined mass-loss rates ˙M are given as a function
of the wind clumping parameter D, which is expected to lie in the range
D = 4–16 for WR stars (Hamann & Koesterke 1998).
Table 2. For the WC component in WR 137 we adopt the pa-
rameters of the single WC 7 star WR 90 from Dessart et al.
(2000), which likely resemble the parameters of WR 137. Due
to the unknown distance towards WR 16 and WR 40 (both WN 8
subtypes), the luminosities of these two stars are unknown.
Based on different luminosity vs. spectral subtype calibrations,
Herald et al. (2001) determine lower luminosities for these two
stars than Hamann et al. (2006). We note that the calibration for
WN 8 subtypes according to Hamann et al. relies on luminous
H-rich WN 8 stars in young stellar clusters with known dis-
tances. As WR 16 and WR 40 display a different spectral mor-
phology than these objects, they likely belong to the group of
classical, He-burning WR stars with lower luminosities.
Based on the lower luminosities, all WN stars in our sample
are in agreement with being post-RSG objects (for WR 16 and
WR 40 we can of course not exclude a post-LBV origin). They
display a relatively small amount of residual surface hydrogen
(XH = 0–0.25), and mostly low surface temperatures < 70 kK.
The probability to find WN stars with and without residual
surface hydrogen at such low temperatures has been investi-
gated by Hamann et al. (2006), using population synthesis mod-
els based on single star evolution models by Meynet & Maeder
(2003). Based on rotating models, a significant population of
cool WR stars (T⋆ < 70 kK) with residual surface hydrogen is
expected in the post-RSG regime (i.e. with log(L/L⊙) . 5.9).
For non-rotating models, the amount of H-rich material on top
of the He-core is so small that the stars evolve extremely fast
towards the He-main sequence after leaving the RSG phase, i.e.,
they are almost un-detectable. Within a single star scenario, rota-
tion thus seems to be a mandatory condition to form the objects
in Table 2.
3.1.2. Rotational velocities
An estimate of the rotational velocities at the stellar surface
can be obtained from photometric variations. Photometric pe-
riods have been detected for all stars in our line-effect sample.
Chene´ & St-Louis (2010) recently proposed that this periodic-
ity could be caused by co-rotating interaction regions (CIRs)
in the winds of WR stars, and determined rotational velocities
Table 3. Rotational properties inferred from photometric vari-
ability.
WR P τhyd 3esc 3crit 3rot log( j) M⋆
˙M
√
D
ref.
[d] [d] [ km
s
] [ km
s
] [ km
s
] [ cm2
s
] [105 yr]
006 3.77 0.02 1605 920 36 17.8 1.8 (1)
016 10.7 0.18 787 411 58 18.7 4.0 (2)
040 4.76 0.15 809 444 113 18.9 1.8 (2)
134 2.25 0.05 1136 651 119 18.6 2.3 (3)
136 4.55 0.03 1250 731 37 17.9 2.2 (4)
137 0.83 0.03 1266 743 226 18.7 2.0 (5)
Notes. The given values are based on the stellar parameters from
Table 2, and observed photometric periods P. Given are hydrostatic
adjustment timescales τhyd = (GM⋆/R3⋆)−1/2, escape velocities 3esc =
(2GM⋆/R⋆)1/2, critical rotation velocities 3crit = (GM⋆(1 − Γe)/R⋆)1/2,
rotational velocities 3rot = 2πR⋆/p, and specific angular momenta
j = R⋆3rot. Mass-loss timescales M⋆/ ˙M are given dependent on the
wind clumping factor D (cf. Table 2). References for the photometric
periods are (1) Morel et al. (1997); (2) Lamontagne & Moffat (1987);
(3) Morel et al. (1999); (4) St.-Louis et al. (1989); (5) Lefe`vre et al.
(2005).
for three of our sample stars. In Table 3 we have compiled our
own estimates (that are basically in agreement with the ones
from Chene´ & St-Louis), based on observed photometric peri-
ods from different sources throughout the literature. We note that
it is not clear whether the observed variability is caused by rota-
tion/CIRs, and that there are significant uncertainties in the peri-
ods, as well as the stellar parameters.
According to our estimates in Table 3, the observed peri-
ods are typically 1–2 orders of magnitude larger than the hy-
drostatic adjustment timescales τhyd. This supports rotation as
possible reason for the variability, as stellar pulsations, such as
the expected strange modes (cf. Glatzel & Kaltschmidt 2002;
Glatzel 2008), have timescales . τhyd. The rotational velocities
inferred in Table 3 are in agreement with the rotating single star
models by Meynet & Maeder (2003). E.g., the rotating 40 M⊙
model from Meynet & Maeder has a rotational surface velocity
of 3rot ∼ 35–60 km/s in the corresponding evolutionary phase.
As discussed in Sect. 1.2, these velocities are likely sufficient
to cause the observed line effect, although they are significantly
lower than the estimated critical velocities.
For the interpretation of the observed rotational velocities
we need to elaborate on the complex envelope/wind structure of
WR stars, and the ambiguities in the definition of their surface.
To this purpose we distinguish between 1) the convective stellar
core (or stellar core), 2) the radiative stellar envelope (or stel-
lar envelope), 3) a potential inflated subsurface zone (or inflated
zone), 4) the hydrostatic surface radius (or stellar radius), and 5)
the stellar photosphere, which may be located within the stellar
wind.
The stellar core (1), and stellar envelope (2) clearly belong
to the stellar interior, and are the layers which are included in
standard evolutionary models. On top of the stellar envelope,
an inflated zone (3) may be responsible for an increase of WR
star radii by a factor of a few, in accordance with the large
radii observed for many Galactic WR stars (cf. Gra¨fener et al.
2012). Whether this inflation effect occurs in standard evolu-
tionary models or not depends on the treatment of the outer
boundary condition, and dynamical effects (Gra¨fener et al. 2012;
Petrovic et al. 2006).
The stellar radius (4), which corresponds to the spectroscop-
ically determined stellar radius R⋆, is located on top of this en-
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velope in the static layers just below the sonic point of the stellar
wind. As WR-type winds are optically thick, the observed stellar
photosphere (5) may be located even further out, within the ex-
tended stellar wind. We note that the location of the photosphere
strongly depends on wavelength, and that it is thus difficult to
define a photospheric radius in a meaningful way. The spectro-
scopically determined stellar radius R⋆, on the other hand, corre-
sponds to the inner boundary of the employed atmosphere mod-
els. However, as R⋆ is not directly observed, it relies on the wind
structure adopted within the models. For the interpretation of our
results in Table 3 it is thus necessary to estimate the uncertainty
in R⋆.
If we conservatively assume that the uncertainty in R⋆ is of
the same order of magnitude as the wind extension, we can use
the relations by de Loore et al. (1982) as an estimate. It turns
out that for all objects in Table 3 the estimated wind extension
is rather high, with Rph ∼ 2...3 R⋆. There are thus substantial
uncertainties in R⋆. As our observable is the rotation period P,
the derived rotation parameter ω becomes
ω =
3rot
3crit
=
2π
P
√
R3⋆
GM⋆(1 − Γe) , (1)
and the derived specific angular momentum j at the stellar equa-
tor becomes
j = R⋆3rot = 2πR
2
⋆
P
, (2)
based on our definitions of 3rot, and 3crit 3 in Table 3. The uncer-
tainty in R⋆ thus translates to a substantial uncertainty of a factor
3...5 in ω, and 4...9 in j.
An additional point to consider is that cool WR stars may
be subject to the envelope inflation effect. In this case the stel-
lar core (1) and envelope (2) may be hidden below an inflated
zone (3), with an extremely low density. The question whether
the derived rotational velocities and angular momenta in Table 3
are meaningful, depends on whether the angular momentum in
sub-photospheric layers (i.e. within the stellar wind, or an in-
flated stellar envelope) is conserved or not. E.g., in the case of
strong angular momentum coupling, the derived surface angular
momenta may be over-estimated (in the most extreme case the
sub-photospheric layers would be rigidly rotating). As the den-
sity of these layers is very small, it seems however more likely
that the angular momentum coupling is weak. Moreover, as the
mass of the inflated layers is very small (< 0.01 M⊙), they are
removed by mass-loss, and replaced by material from the stel-
lar envelope (2), on timescales much shorter than the secular
timescale. In this case the observed specific angular momenta j
should correctly reflect the values on top of the stellar envelope
(2), and thus be comparable to the surface values from stellar
evolutionary models.
In Sect. 1.2, we already mentioned that the presence of large-
scale magnetic fields may be an interesting alternative expla-
nation for the detection of photometric variability, and spec-
tropolarimetric signatures. According to Wade (2011), this sce-
nario is however very unlikely, as WR winds would require very
3 To compute 3crit we use the effective stellar mass, corrected for ra-
diation pressure on free electrons M⋆(1 − Γe). As in reality also other
opacities contribute to the total Eddington factor Γ, the effective mass
may be smaller, and 3crit lower. The definition based on Γe thus still
poses an upper limit to the rotational velocity 3rot. A definition using the
total Γ is impractical, as Γ is a complex function of density and temper-
ature.
strong magnetic fields to produce the observed spectropolarimet-
ric signatures. For WR 6 Wade (2011, and references therein)
estimate a required field strength of ∼ 1.6 kG, which is signifi-
cantly higher than their estimated upper limit of 300 G for this
star. Moreover, the observed rotational period may be difficult to
reconcile with the short spin-down time resulting from a strong
magnetic field (∼ 0.4 Myr).
3.1.3. An evolutionary channel towards LGRBs?
Whether stars can explode as LGRBs or not depends on the an-
gular momentum left in the stellar core before the final collapse.
The question whether rotating single stars can retain enough an-
gular momentum in their cores throughout the RSG stage, has
been addressed by Petrovic et al. (2005). According to this work,
the result depends critically on the rotational coupling between
the stellar core and envelope, i.e., on the physics of angular mo-
mentum transport, potentially involving complex magnetic pro-
cesses.
For the case of strong coupling (i.e. with magnetic fields),
Petrovic et al. found that angular momentum is efficiently trans-
ferred from the core to the envelope, leading to a spin-down
of the core (i.e. no LGRB), and a spin-up of the surface, al-
ready on the main sequence. Their model for a rotating 42 M⊙
star reaches a very high specific surface angular momentum of
log( j/ cm2
s
) ≃ 20 at the onset of He-burning.
For the case of weak coupling (i.e. without magnetic fields),
Petrovic et al. found that, due to the µ-gradient between H-rich
envelope and He-core, rotating single stars maintain a high an-
gular momentum in their cores throughout the RSG phase. As
only a small portion of the angular momentum is transferred to
the envelope, the specific angular momenta at the surface are
much lower than for the magnetic case (log( j/ cm2
s
) ≃ 17.5–
19). These values compare notably well with our estimates from
Table 3. Petrovic et al. conclude that such non-magnetic stars
may explode as LGRBs, if they end their lives shortly after the
RSG phase, avoiding the angular momentum loss during the WR
phase.
Hirschi et al. (2005) computed a large number of non-
magnetic LGRB progenitor models for various metallicities.
Also in these models the core angular momentum is preserved
throughout the RSG phase. As a consequence, they predict too
many LGRBs, and demand for additional constraints to explain
the low number of LGRBs observed. According to the mod-
els by Meynet & Maeder (2003), which are very similar to the
ones by Hirschi et al., the rotational velocities are predicted to
increase moderately during later WR phases. This is in con-
trast to our observation that more evolved WR stars hardly ever
show rotational signatures. For example, in the rotating 40 M⊙
model from Meynet & Maeder (2003), the WR star spins up
from 3rot ∼ 35–60 km/s in the direct post-RSG phase, to a ve-
locity of 3rot ∼ 90 km/s before its final collapse. Our results
thus seem to suggest that the angular momentum loss in the WR
phase is higher than predicted. It is however difficult to draw firm
conclusions at this point, because the wind geometry, and thus
the spectropolarimetric signal, will depend on a variety of stellar
parameters. E.g., in the same model, the critical rotation param-
eter ω = 3rot/3crit is predicted to vary between values of 0.19 and
0.04 throughout the WR phase.
To estimate the timescale of angular momentum loss dur-
ing the WR phase, we can use the mass-loss timescales M⋆/ ˙M
from Table 3. Dependent on the wind clumping factor D,
which is found to be of the order of 4...16 for WR stars
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(Hamann & Koesterke 1998), the resulting values of M⋆/ ˙M are
of the order of 4...8 × 105 yr. If the observed specific surface an-
gular momenta j represent a steady state, the angular momentum
lost on this timescale should be the order of j × M⋆.
However, as the specific angular momentum is usually in-
creasing towards the stellar surface, the total stellar angular
momentum is much smaller than j × M⋆ (cf. Langer 1998).
Consequently, only a small fraction f of the stellar mass needs
to be removed to spin down the star significantly. This low-
ers the timescale of angular momentum loss to f × M⋆/ ˙M ∼
4...8×104 yr, where we have adopted f ∼ 0.1 (e.g. Packet 1981).
This value is supported by our detection of enhanced rotational
velocities only for WR stars in the nebular phase, which implies
that the timescale for angular momentum loss should indeed
be smaller than the nebular dissipation timescale (∼ 8× 104 yr,
van Marle et al. 2005).
Following this argument, the average value of j in the stel-
lar interior should be about 10 times smaller than the ob-
served surface value. The presently observed equatorial values
of log( j/ cm
s
) = 18...19 would then translate to log( j/ cm
s
) .
17...18 in the stellar interior. Even in view of the involved un-
certainties, this would be near or in excess of the threshold for
the formation of a collapsar and LGRB ( j & 3 × 1016cm2/s;
MacFadyen & Woosley 1999), in accordance with the non-
magnetic LGRB progenitor models from Petrovic et al. (2005)
discussed before.
Although the properties of the objects in Table 3 are in agree-
ment with being LGRB progenitors, we are of course not able to
predict on which timescales the individual objects will end their
lives, i.e., whether they will finally explode as a LGRB or not.
However, they seem to represent a dominant evolutionary chan-
nel towards WR stars with enhanced rotation rates in the Galaxy,
via a preceding RSG, or LBV phase. This is interesting, as sim-
ilar stars have been discussed as LGRB progenitors before, to
explain the observed absorption features in some LGRB after-
glow spectra (cf. Sect. 1.3).
In Sect. 3.1.1 we discussed that rotation is a necessary con-
dition to form the objects in our line-effect sample in a non-
negligible abundance. Dependent on the internal angular mo-
mentum coupling in the main-sequence phase, this may be
achieved by a single fast rotating star, as for the models by
Meynet & Maeder (2003), or by adding angular momentum, e.g.
by mass exchange in a binary system (cf. our discussion in
Sect. 3.2). The case of mass exchange on the main-sequence has
been investigated by Petrovic et al. (2005). In this scenario the
primary transfers mass to the secondary when it starts to fill its
Roche-lobe. Consequently the secondary spins up, but the spin-
up is compensated by the spin-down due to tidal coupling in
the binary system. After the former primary explodes as a su-
pernova, the remaining secondary turns out to have very similar
properties as the rotating single star case. In both scenarios the
non-magnetic case leads to post-RSG/LBV WR stars with high
angular momenta in the core.
Notably, the scenarios discussed here differ fundamen-
tally from the scenario by Yoon & Langer (2005), where the
RSG/LBV phase is completely avoided. In this scenario mag-
netic, fast rotating stars evolve chemically homogeneous due
to strong rotational mixing. In combination with low WR
mass-loss rates at low metallicities (Vink & de Koter 2005;
Gra¨fener & Hamann 2008), they retain their angular momen-
tum and explode as LGRBs (the formation of complex shell ge-
ometries around these objects is described by van Marle et al.
2008). This scenario strongly favors low-metallicity environ-
ments, in agreement with observed trends in GRB host galaxies
(Modjaz et al. 2008, 2011). More recently, LGRBs have how-
ever also been detected at high metallicities (Graham et al. 2009;
Levesque et al. 2010a,b; Soderberg et al. 2010). The evolution-
ary channel discussed here may thus play a (relatively) more im-
portant role in the high-metallicity regime.
3.2. Comparison with GRB absorption features
An additional aspect of our work is to examine whether the
putatively CS absorption features, as observed in GRB 020813
and GRB 021004 (cf. Sect. 1.3), can also be found in Galactic
WR stars. The observed broad GRB absorption features span
a velocity range of 130-630 km/s, in agreement with hydro-
dynamic models for CS ejecta shells of post-RSG WR stars
(van Marle et al. 2005).
According to our results from Sect. 2.3, the C iv absorption
features in Galactic WR stars are different from the GRB fea-
tures. In particular, the velocities detected in C iv turn out to
be much lower than those observed in GRB afterglows (up to
∼ 200 km/s). In addition, we only find weak evidence in Sect. 2.4
that the CS velocities of WR stars with a line-effect are enhanced
with respect to others. The CS properties of typical LGRB pro-
genitors may thus either differ from Galactic WR stars, or the
WR/GRB absorption features are not due to CS material. E.g.,
St.-Louis & Smith (1991) suggested that high-velocity absorp-
tions in Cyg OB1 & OB3 are formed in a super-shell surround-
ing Cyg OB1. On the other hand, differences in the CS prop-
erties around GRBs may indeed be expected, as the strength,
and the velocity of the WR winds, which are responsible for
shaping the ejecta shell, depend on metallicity (Vink & de Koter
2005; Gra¨fener & Hamann 2008). Moreover, due to the clumpi-
ness of the CS material, the detection probability of the CS
absorption features is expected to lie in the range of 20–60%
(van Marle et al. 2005), i.e. many CS features may actually be
missed by our method.
One of the best studied nebulae in our sample is the ejecta
nebula RCW 58 around WR 40. The morphology and radius of
this nebula (r ∼ 2.7 pc 4) are strikingly similar to the model pre-
dictions by van Marle et al. (2005). It thus appears very likely,
that it is a post-RSG, or post-LBV ejecta shell in the breakup
phase. Smith et al. (1984) found UV absorption features in the
velocity range of 100-150 km/s in the spectrum of WR 40.
Moreover, they found a correlation between the measured ve-
locities for different ions, and their ionization potential. They
concluded that the observed high-velocity features are due to
shocks within the structured nebula. For the visible nebula itself,
Smith et al. (1988) measured slightly lower velocities from neb-
ular emission lines, in agreement with a spherically expanding
shell with 3 ∼ 90 km/s. Notably, this value is much lower than
the prediction of van Marle et al. (2005).
Nichols-Bohlin & Fesen (1986, 1990, 1993), on the other
hand, found similar high-velocity features also on sight lines far
beyond the ejecta nebulae of WR 6, WR 40, and WR 136. They
concluded that the high-velocity features are not correlated with
the nebula itself, but with much larger structures, which are also
associated with the WR stars. For example, for WR 40 they iden-
tified a structure in IRAS data, with a size of ∼ 100 pc × 150 pc,
nearly centered on WR 40. Nichols & Fesen (1994) interpreted
these structures as evolved supernova remnants within a binary
scenario with mass exchange, similar to the one by Petrovic et al.
(2005). According to these works, at least three of the six stars in
4 based on a photometric distance estimate of 2.3 kpc from
van der Hucht (2001)
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our line-effect sample (WR 6, WR 40, and WR 136) would thus
display a double shell structure that may result from binary evo-
lution. An inner ejecta nebula with enhanced velocities (r∼ 3 pc,
3∼ 90 km/s for WR 40), and a much larger structure with even
higher velocities, (r∼ 100 pc, 3∼ 150 km/s for WR 40) that may
result from a supernova explosion of the former primary.
Most notably, the large size of the outer high-velocity shells
as observed for WR 6, WR 40, and WR 136 may resolve the
main problem with the interpretation of GRB absorption fea-
tures as CS material. If the absorptions would originate from
typical ejecta nebulae with a size of only a few pc, one would
expect a strong time-dependence due to the ionizing radiation
from the GRB itself. According to Lazzati (2005) the absence of
a strong time evolution in these features constrains the distance
between the absorber and the GRB to a minimum of several tens
of parsecs. The large high-velocity shells around WR 6, WR 40,
and WR 136, which are presently detectable as high-velocity ab-
sorptions in the UV, would thus remain detectable as stationary
absorptions if these stars explode as LGRBs.
4. Conclusions
In this work we examined the circumstellar, and spectropolari-
metric properties of Galactic WR stars. We used the spectropo-
larimetric line effect as an indicator of enhanced rotation, and
the presence of “possible ejecta nebulae” as an indicator of CS
ejecta from a recent RSG or LBV phase.
Based on these two assumptions we conclude that the group
of ∼ 23% of Galactic WR stars with CS ejecta have enhanced
rotation parameters ω = 3rot/3crit compared to the majority of
WR stars. This confirms the strong correlation between rotation
and CS ejecta from Vink et al. (2011a). The largest part of ro-
tating WR stars in the Galaxy are thus likely “young” WR stars,
shortly after the RSG/LBV stage. This implies that the rotational
coupling between core and envelope in the RSG/LBV phase is
small enough to maintain substantial angular momentum at the
beginning of the WR phase. Such objects have previously been
discussed as potential LGRB progenitors if they explode early
enough after the RSG/LBV phase (Petrovic et al. 2005).
In fact we estimate rotation parameters in the range ω =
0.04...0.25 from photometric periods, corresponding to moder-
ate rotation speeds of 36...120 km/s. These values are very uncer-
tain, but are in agreement with predicted specific surface angular
momenta for LGRB progenitors, e.g. from Petrovic et al. (2005).
A subgroup of stars exploding in this early WR stage may thus
indeed represent an evolutionary channel towards LGRBs at
high metallicities, comparable to our Galaxy.
Furthermore, we find a very small incidence of WR stars
with signatures of enhanced rotation in later evolutionary phases.
This implies that angular momentum is efficiently lost due to the
strong mass loss in the WR phase. According to our results, the
angular momentum loss in the WR phase appears to be larger
than predicted, however, firm conclusions would require a more
detailed knowledge of the influence of rotation on WR-type mass
loss.
“Young” WR stars after a RSG/LBV phase have previously
been discussed as LGRB progenitors to explain the circumstel-
lar absorption features as observed in some LGRB afterglows
(GRB 020813 and GRB 021004). Here we identified similar ab-
sorption features in the UV spectra of some putatively rotating
WR stars, albeit with much lower velocities. According to pre-
vious works, these features are most likely associated with ex-
tended CS structures (r∼ 100 pc), which may be evolved super-
nova remnants from a former binary partner (Nichols & Fesen
1994). These structures are large enough to explain the stability
of the observed GRB absorptions against the ionizing radiation
from the GRB itself, which may resolve a fundamental problem
with their interpretation as CS material. Moreover, if these enig-
matic structures were supernova remnants, this may indicate a
binary scenario with mass transfer as a channel towards LGRB
formation.
We only find one evolved WC star in our sample with signa-
tures of enhanced rotation. This star has previously been dis-
cussed as a possible LGRB progenitor by Chene´ & St-Louis
(2010), and may represent an evolutionary channel via chemi-
cally homogeneous evolution, such as the magnetic single star,
or binary models by Yoon & Langer (2005); Cantiello et al.
(2007). At Galactic metallicity, such stars are however not ex-
pected to explode as LGRBs. The rotating post RSG/LBV stars
detected in our present work may thus represent an evolutionary
channel towards LGRBs that is particularly important at high
metallicities.
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Table 4. WR stars with IUE high-resolution data: circumstellar, and spectropolarimetric properties.
WR HD IUE No. Sp. type LE RN NF C iv 1548 C iv 1550
006 50896 SWP04065 WN4 + W, E NF++ 93.7 75.4 sing
008 62910 SWP27473 WN7/WCE+? E NF− 70.8 80.0 split
010 65865 SWP29703 WN5ha (+A2V) − − − noise
011 68273 SWP46918 WC8+O7.5III-V E NF− 38.7 34.4 sing
014 76536 SWP10105 WC7+? − R NF− 86.8 48.0 sing/mult
016 86161 SWP13893 WN8h + W/E NF− <300 278.8 forest
022 92740 SWP04067 WN7h+O9III-V W? NF+ 153.4 150.8 forest
023 92809 SWP11281 WC6 R, W NF+ 91.4 71.0 sing/mult
024 93131 SWP04332 WN6ha − − NF+ 125.9 107.5 mult/forest
025 93162 SWP13993 WN6h+O4f − NF+ 118.9 109.6 mult/forest
040 96548 SWP27322 WN8h + W/E NF++ 281.5 292.7 forest
042 97152 SWP16085 WC7+O7V E NF+ 187.7 194.4 mult/forest
046 104994 SWP41778 WN3p+OB? − NF− 50.3 52.6 single
048 113904 SWP05852 WC6 (+O9.5/B0Iab) R NF− 82.3 91.4 single
052 115473 SWP15105 WC4 R, E/R NF− 61.8 70.8 broad
057 119078 SWP16581 WC8 E? NF− 80.0 79.8 mult
069 136488 SWP13816 WC9d+OB − NF− − − noise
071 143414 SWP16976 WN6+OB? E NF++ 102.8 118.7 split
078 151932 SWP33475 WN7h − − NF− 87.0 59.4 sing
079 152270 SWP15129 WC7+O5-8 − NF+ 89.3 96.1 sing/mult
085 155603B SWP45275 WN6h+OB? W/E − − noise
090 156385 SWP02891 WC7 − NF− 48.0 43.5 sing
092 157451 SWP16835 WC9 − NF− − 139.4 forest
103 164270 SWP08156 WC9d+? − NF− − 61.7 sing
111 165763 SWP02872 WC5 − − NF− 91.4 − sing/mult
113 168206 SWP34037 WC8d+O8-9IV RN? − − noise
128 187282 SWP06999 WN4(h)+OB? − R NF− 66.4 52.6 single
133 190918 SWP14715 WN5+O9I − RN?? NF+ 114.5 105.2 mult/forest
134 191765 SWP04088 WN6 + W NF+ 114.5 112.0 mult/forest
135 192103 SWP04086 WC8 − − NF+ 98.4 98.2 mult/forest
136 192163 SWP08812 WN6(h) + W/E NF+ 151.0 139.4 mult/split
137 192641 SWP25628 WC7pd+O9 + − NF+ 112.0 109.6 mult/forest
138 193077 SWP07000 WN5+B? − − NF+ 103.0 93.8 mult/split
139 193576 SWP25990 WN5+O6III-V * − NF− 66.2 59.4 sing/mult
140 193793 SWP08004 WC7pd+O4-5 − NF− 77.7 64.0 sing
148 197406 − WN8h+B3IV/BH − − NF++ − − −
153ab 211853 SWP15100 WN6/WCE+O6I − RN?? NF− 93.7 79.9 mult
155 214419 SWP38134 WN6+O9II-Ib * − NF− 103.1 130.1 mult/forest
Notes. WR designations by van der Hucht (2001); HD numbers; IUE numbers; Spectral types from van der Hucht (2001); LE, RN, NF, C iv same
as in Table 1. The last column gives a tentative classification of the morphology of the observed C iv absorption features (cf. Fig. 1).
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Table 5. Ring nebulae around 172 Galactic WR stars, from the Surveys by Marston (1997), and Miller & Chu (1993).
WR Ma97 MC93 Ch91 SB10 WR Ma97 MC93 Ch91 SB10 WR Ma97 MC93 Ch91 SB10
1 − 44 − 103 −
2 − 44a − 104 −
3 − 45 − 105 − −
4 − 46 − 106 −
5 − 47 − 107 −
6 E RN W E 48 − R 108 −
7 W/E RN W W/E 48a − 109 − −
8 − E 49 − 110 −
9 − 50 − 111 −
10 − 51 − 112 −
11 E 52 E/R R 113 RN?
12 − 53 − 114 −
13 − 54 E/R 115 −
14 R 55 R R 116 RN? E
15 − 56 − 117 −
16 W/E W/E 57 E? 118 −
17 − 58 − 119 −
18 W/E W W/E? 59 − 120 −
19 − 60 E? 121 −
19a − 61 − 122 −
20 R 62 − 123 −
20a W 63 − 124 RN E E
20b W 64 − 125 −
21 − 65 W 126 −
22 W? 66 − 127 −
23 R W 68 W/E 128 RN R
24 − 69 − 129 −
25 − 70 − 130 −
26 − 71 E E 131 RN R
27 − 73 − 132 RN?
28 − 74 − 133 RN??
29 − 75 W W/E W/E 134 RN W
30 W/E 76 − 135 −
30a − 77 W 136 RN W/E W/E
31 E 78 − 137 −
31c − 79 − 138 −
32 R 80 − 139 −
33 − 81 − 140 −
34 − 82 − 141 −
35 R 83 − 142 −
35a R 84 − 143 −
35b − 85 W/E 144 −
36 R 86 − 145 −
37 − 87 W? 146 −
38 E? 88 − 147 −
38a − 89 − 148 −
38b − 90 − 149 −
39 − 91 W/E R/E? 150 −
40 W/E W/E W/E 92 − 151 −
41 − 93 W 152 −
42 E 94 E 153ab RN??
42a − 95 − 154 −
42b − 96 − 155 −
42c − 97 − 156 −
42d W/E 98 W/E 157 −
43a − 100 − 158 −
43b − 101 W/E
43c − 102 W RN W R/E
Notes. WR designations by van der Hucht (2001); nebular classifications by Ma97 (Marston 1997), MC93 (Miller & Chu 1993), Ch91 (Chu
1991), and SB10 (Stock & Barlow 2010). Classifications according to Chu (1981): radiatively excited H ii regions (R), wind-blown bubbles (W),
stellar ejecta (E), no ring nebula (−). Detections by Miller & Chu (1993): ring nebula (RN), probable ring nebula (RN?), possible ring nebula
(RN??), no ring nebula (−). Some stellar designations have been updated with respect to the original works: WR 31a → WR 31c; WR 43 is a
cluster of WR stars without ring nebula (NGC 3603) → WR 42a, WR 42b, WR 42c; WR153 → WR 153ab.
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